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THE ERA OF CROSS-CHANNEL MEDIA BUYING ARRIVES
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Turns out that Amazon Prime Day helped a lot of retailers 
not named Amazon. According to Adobe Analytics, 
retailers with more than $1 billion in revenue saw a 54 
percent increase in sales compared with an average 

Tuesday. Although Prime Day was created 
by Amazon to celebrate its 20th anniversary 
several years ago, the deals have become an 
annual event—and other retailers have piled on 
with their own sales. The volume of shoppers 
hunting for bargains on Prime Day now rivals 
that of more traditional shopping events like 

Black Friday and Cyber Monday… Variety reports 
that Walmart is looking at a fourth-quarter launch for 
a new subscription-video service through its Vudu 
digital-entertainment division. The service would give 
Walmart another tool to bring shoppers and eyeballs 

to its website as it amps up competition with Amazon, which 
has its own streaming video network, along with music and 
e-books. The Information says Walmart plans to price 
its own version of a subscription service at $8 per month 
to compete with Netflix, Amazon and Hulu… Shares of 
footwear maker Skechers tumbled more than 20 percent 
in aftermarket trading yesterday after the company reported 
disappointing quarterly results and forecast a weak outlook 
for the third quarter... Krispy Kreme Doughnut is nearing 
a deal to acquire Insomnia Cookies. That’s according 
to CNBC, which says the deal would be another building 
block in the coffee and restaurant empire that European 
investment firm JAB Holding has been putting together. The 
deal values Insomnia Cookies at less than $500 million...…
Volvo Cars says it’s on track for a fifth consecutive year 
of record vehicle sales, despite rising trade tensions, after 
second-quarter profit rose on strong demand for its SUVs. 
Operating profit increased 29 percent to $474 million in the 
second quarter. Earlier this month the automaker reported a 
14 percent increase in deliveries to 317,639 vehicles for the 
first half, which was also an all-time high. 

DIGITAL VIDEO’S RISE PLAYS TO TV’S ADVANTAGE
  The era of cross-channel media planning and buying has 
taken hold, and that’s presenting new opportunities and 
challenges for local television and cable.
  In a signal that it’s no longer something just a few marketers 
are testing, a new survey of 300 advertising 
decision makers in the U.S. and U.K. by 
Advertiser Perceptions and 4C Insights 
finds three-quarters of advertisers are already 
running integrated, multi-media campaigns. 
Another quarter plans to go cross-channel 
within the next year. Just 3 percent said they 
had no cross-channel plans.
  Buying a bit of several media is nothing new. Buyers 
have long weaved together local TV, newspapers and 
radio.  What’s different today is not just the addition 
of digital, but a preferred format that plays to TV’s 
advantage.
  “Video is a driving force behind the shift in strategy,” the 
firms write in a new report. A big reason is video offers a 
“unified format” across a wide variety of media now reaching 
consumers. “TV and digital video are the two most important 
media types for advertisers,” the report says. “Video has 
become a top priority across all platforms, including social, 
where about half of respondents report spending nearly 
one-quarter of their social budget on video.”
  That video-centric approach means nearly two-thirds 
of marketers surveyed said their “ideal” cross-channel 
campaign would include broadcast and cable TV spots.  
Nearly as many said it would also include digital video 
components. But platforms that can offer buyers digital video 
inventory—even though they’re not thought of as a “video” 
medium—would be considered. Like half of advertisers who 
said social media would be part of their ideal cross-channel 
plan. A third said streaming radio.  One-in-three mentioned 
digital billboards.
  Marketers say cross-channel campaigns deliver better 
results on metrics like targeting precision, ad relevance and 
engagement, brand awareness 
and loyalty, and purchase 
consideration. The result is 80 
percent of those surveyed said 
they plan to increase cross-
channel budgets during the next 
12 months. That compares to 10 
percent who expect flat budgets 
and 10 percent predicting cuts.
  If there’s a rub for television, 
it’s that some marketers’ cross-
channel mix is TV-free. More than 
half (52 percent) of that group said 
their beef is that the TV industry’s 
reliance of GRPs as a standard

(Continued on page 3)
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NETWORK NEWS
  The ESPY Awards led ABC to victory in the Wednesday 
overnights, with a 3.3 rating/ 6 share in households from 8 
to 11 PM. But it was down 13 percent in household ratings 
from the year-ago Wednesday-night telecast (3.8/ 7 on July 
12th, 2017). Meanwhile, the CBS medical drama Code 
Black won the 10 PM hour with a 3.5/ 7. That’s more than 
triple the overnight rating of competing drama Reverie on 
NBC (1.1/ 2). It was also 59 percent above Week 2 of lead-
in TKO: Total Knock Out (2.2/ 4 at 9 PM), which slipped 
12 percent from its week-ago debut on July 11th (2.5/ 5). 
That 2.5 overnight rating translated into 
3.99 million viewers and a 0.9 rating/ 
4 share in adults 18-49 (based on the 
Nielsen Live+Same Day data). CBS’ 
Big Brother was dominant at 3.6/ 7 in 
the 8 PM hour. Also original was Fox’s 
combination of MasterChef (2.7/ 5 at 8 
PM) and Gordon Ramsay’s 24 Hours 
to Hell and Back (2.3/ 4 at 9 PM); and 
The CW special Girl Got Game (0.4/ 
1) at 8 PM… The aforementioned Code 
Black ended its run on CBS with its 
Season 3 finale. The show, despite building a solid ratings 
track record, was canceled by the network in May. Code 
Black, from creator/showrunner Michael Seitzman and 
co-produced by ABC Studios and CBS TV studios, has 
a cast that includes Marcia Gay Harden, Rob Lowe, 
Moon Bloodgood and Boris Kodjoe. Now, the question 
on everyone’s minds: Will it live on elsewhere for a fourth 
season? It’s received last-minute renewals in each of its two 
previous seasons… Deadline reports that Amirah Vann, 
who recurred heavily in the fourth season of ABC’s How 
to Get Away With Murder, has been promoted to series 
regular for the upcoming fifth season of the Shondaland 
drama. She appeared in 10 of the 15 episodes from the 
thriller drama’s fourth season, including the season finale… 
It was a record-low viewing audience for Major League 
Baseball’s 89th annual All-Star Game on Tuesday night. 
According to Nielsen Live+Same Day data, Fox’s coverage 
averaged just 8.69 million viewers and a 5.2 household 
rating, marking a decline of 6 and 5 percent, respectively, 
compared to last year’s broadcast (9.28 million viewers, 
5.5 rating). It was an entertaining, extra-inning affair with 
a record number of home runs, but it now ranks as the 
least-watched, lowest-rated All-Star Game in the 52 years 
in which Nielsen has been keeping track. It delivered a 
2.1 rating in Fox’s target demo, which worked out to 2.76 
million adults 18 to 49, two-thirds of them male. The results, 
which continue a long downward trend, are a far cry from 
1980, when ABC’s broadcast of the game drew more than 
36 million viewers... Paula Faris is leaving The View and 
Good Morning America and will take a new assignment 
at ABC News. She’s been a weekend anchor at GMA for 
nearly four years, joining GMA from ABC’s overnight World 
News Now… Heather Headley, who was introduced as 
Gwen Garrett in the final episode of last season’s Chicago 
Med on NBC, will return for Season 4 in a recurring role. 
Chicago Med, from executive producer Dick Wolf, stars 
Nick Gehlfuss, Torrey DeVitto, Colin Donnell, Norma 
Kuhling, Oliver Platt, Rachel DiPillo, Brian Tee, S. 
Epatha Merkerson, Yaya DaCosta and Marlyne Barrett.

AVAILS
  6abc/WPVI-TV, Philadelphia’s No. 1 television station, has 
a full-time position open for a Sales Service Supervisor. 
Responsibilities include managing the 
sales service department and overseeing 
the day-to-day operations of inventory and 
order management. You will be working 
directly with Sales Management, Local and 
National Account Executives and ABC Owned 
Television Centralized Traffic on a daily basis. Previous 
knowledge of traffic and sales service functions a must, with 

WideOrbit experience desired. CLICK 
HERE to apply. EEO/M/F/V D/SO/GI
 Cunningham Broadcasting 
Corporation is seeking a driven 
General Manager for its Johnstown, 
PA, location. The GM will lead a team to 
develop customized solutions for new 
and existing customers. This position 
requires an innovative leader with a 
demonstrated ability to find creative 
solutions that meet the demands of 
advertisers. Please send your resume 

and cover letter, including desired compensation, to 
annette@ievolveconsulting.com. EOE. Background check 
and drug screening required.
  WJCL ABC 22, the Hearst-owned ABC affiliate in 
Savannah, GA, is looking for a salesperson. Candidate 
should have at least 1-3 years of Broadcast Sales or other 
successful outside sales experience. The ideal candidate 
will have strong written and verbal communication skills, a 
record of success in new business development, and the 
ability to grow revenue on existing accounts. If you are 
energetic, driven and motivated by making money, please 
apply HERE. EOE
  Sinclair Broadcast Group in San Antonio, with NBC, Fox 
and CW affiliates, seeks a Local Sales Manager to build 
and maintain a high-performing sales team that exceeds 
revenue goals by driving client results 
through creative marketing solutions. 
The LSM will have oversight of new 
local business efforts and accountability for new business 
broadcast and digital sales goals. At least 4-6 years of 
broadcast sales experience (including television sales) and 
team management experience preferred. CLICK HERE for 
more info or to apply now. EOE/Drug Free Workplace!

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

STUDY: AUTO BUYERS LOOKING FOR THE FACTS
  When it comes to social media related to auto buying, 
carmakers should not put too much emphasis on “all the 
feels” as most demo groups are looking more for facts.
  Its 47-page annual social index, Sprout Social says the 
top consumer content preference is for product information 
(48 percent), followed by promotions and deals (46 percent).
  Other items on the list include education content (18 
percent), news (17 percent), business updates (12 percent) 
and entertaining content (9 percent). Only 8 percent want to 
see “inspirational content,” and only 4 percent want to see 
content including celebrities or other influencers they follow.
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Jimmy Fallon

A couple in Florida are 
getting married, and instead 
of wedding presents, they’ve 

asked for money to buy goats. 
Even crazier, one couple they 

invited was like, “Finally, a 
chance to regift this goat.”
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KAGAN BULLISH ON VIRTUAL SERVICES
  Driven by subscriber gains from AT&T’s DirecTV NOW 
and DISH Network’s Sling TV, and assisted by a batch 
of new arrivals last year including Hulu’s Hulu with Live 
TV and Alphabet’s YouTube TV, virtual multichannel 
services will reach nearly $2.82 billion in overall revenue 
this year, rising to more than $7.77 billion by 2022. That’s 
according to an estimate by Kagan, a research group 
within S&P Global Market Intelligence.
  Kagan says the gains it projects reflect the relative 
fledgling status of a market that’s positioned to take 
advantage of widespread internet 
access by presenting new, alternative 
choices to traditional multichannel 
operators. While the growth of virtual 
services is expected to dampen the 
projected decline in customers with 
some form of a live linear channel 
package, Kagan projects the shift will 
have significant revenue implications 
due to markedly lower average revenue 
per user rates tied to the new services.
  The firm says future developments 
could impair the segment over the five-year outlook. For 
instance, legacy distributors could revisit skinny bundles 
at competitive price points and leverage their existing 
customer relationships to undercut virtual providers.
  Recent M&A activity also clouds the future, led by the 
pursuit of key 21st Century Fox assets by Walt Disney 
and, until this week, Comcast. Kagan says Disney has 
been transparent about its motivation: It’s planning to 
launch direct-to-consumer services leveraging its vast 
content libraries, including some of the world’s most 
valuable franchises such as Marvel and Star Wars.

DID IHOP’S NAME CHANGE GROW PROFIT?
  IHOP is taking a victory lap after a fantastic marketing coup 
five weeks ago, when it underwent a fake name change and 
briefly called itself IHOb. That “b,” as the world now knows, 
means “burgers.”
  The company hasn’t revealed whether its gambit actually 
grew its bottom line. Its president, Darren Rebelez, tells USA 
Today the reason for the campaign is that IHOP, despite 
having sold burgers for decades, hasn’t been as popular 
at lunch and dinner, even though it’s open 24/7. That’s 
understandable, given that IHOP stands for International 
House of Pancakes. Analysts say more than half of IHOP’s 
sales totals come from breakfast, with dinner just 16 percent.
  But IHOP changed the game in June, when it announced 
it would be “changing” its name. Burgers are the most-
ordered entrée in restaurants nationwide, according to 
Rebelez, and IHOP was happy to jump on the bandwagon. 
The social media campaign received more than 30 billion 
media impressions and was the topic of 20,000 news stories, 
according to Rebelez.
  According to YouGov, which tracks the perception of more 
than 1,500 brands daily through its BrandIndex, IHOP’s 
Word of Mouth score rose from 19 percent to 30 percent in 
the week following its announcement.
  So did the marketing ploy bring financial gain? We’ll find 
out early next month, when IHOP’s parent company, Dine 
Brands, reports quarterly earnings.

DIGITAL VIDEO’S RISE PLAYS TO TV’S ADVANTAGE
(Continued from page 1)
measurement doesn’t allow for side-by-side comparisons 
to other media, and that’s an “inhibitor” when it comes to 
buying television. Without the ability to plan and measure 
holistically across platforms, the report says advertisers are 
unable to manage the reach, frequency and sequencing of 
their ad messages.
  The survey found that 84 percent of marketers said they 
would actually increase their television spending if TV 
offered the same level of accountability, transparency and 

understanding about the consumer as 
what digital advertising provides.
  “TV, while still king for long-form, 
lean-back content that drives massive 
reach, lags behind in targeting and 
measurement,” the report says.
  Another potential TV ad inhibitor in 
cross-channel planning is a belief held 
by 45 percent that it typically just leads 
to duplicated reach with traditional 
TV buys. Other issues, including an 
inability to seamlessly operate between 

TV and digital publishers (34 percent), worries about ad 
fatigue (30 percent), organizational silos (28 percent), and 
not much interest from clients (16 percent). The research 
shows that among those using a combination of TV and 
digital media, two-thirds have combined their planning and 
buying teams.

WOMEN AT CENTER OF UPCOMING START TV
  Weigel Broadcasting has announced the launch of 
Start TV, a new multicast entertainment television network 
in association with CBS Television Stations. It kicks off 
Monday, September 3rd, showcasing strong and female 
leading characters in a lineup of procedural dramas.
  Start TV will launch with an original seven-day-a-week 
strip schedule. Episodes air daily at the same time, 
Monday through Sunday. Featured series include The 
Closer, starring Kyra Sedgwick; The Good Wife, starring 
Julianna Margulies and Christine Baranski; Medium, 
starring Patricia Arquette; Crossing Jordan, starring Jill 
Hennessy; Cold Case, starring Kathryn Morris; Profiler, 
starring Ally Walker; and The Division, starring Bonnie 
Bedelia, Taraji P. Henson and Nancy McKeon.
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Seth Meyers

In honor of World Emoji Day, 
Apple has announced it’s 

adding cupcake, kangaroo, and 
lettuce symbols. A cupcake, 

a kangaroo, and lettuce, or as 
Outback Steakhouse calls  

it, a salad.

WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


